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DURHAM  V O LUNTEER FIRE DEPARTM ENT shown here in action 
fighting last Thursday’s blaze in one of the University’s dairy barns. As yet 
the cause of the fire has not been determined, but official sources discredit the 
possibility of spontaneous combustion. Damage was estimated at $4000-5000 
and even though no state buildings carry insurance the damage is expected to 
be repaired shortly. Lacrosse co-captain Willy Johnston may been seen doing 
his duty at the far left.
Job Open
Elections for new officers of the Stu­
dent .Senate will be held on Monday,
May 9, at 7 o’clock in Conant Hall.
Only those Senators who compiled with
the regulations concerning petitions and 
grade point averages and who met the 
deadline on petitions will be allowed to 
vote or to hold office. After the new Sen­
ate begins to function, vacancies will 
probably be allowed to be filled. Anyone 
who desires the job of corresponding
secretary should apply to the President 
of the Senate by Saturday noon.
Record Vote
Student Spirit Improves In 
Recent Campus-wide Election
Student participation in the annual elections of class officers 
and S tudent Senate m em bers showed a m arked im provem ent over 
the” record of indifference th a t has characterized past electibns. Tom  
W alker, president of the S tudent Senate, reported th a t over two- 
th irds of the student body voted in last week’s class officer and S tu­
dent Senate elections.
Officers elected to lead the Class of 
’56 through its Senior yeap were Ken 
Dodge, president; Fred Tilton, vice- 
president; Janet Curran, secretary; and 
Bill Paine, treasurer. The incoming 
Junior Class elected Ira Schneider, presi­
dent ; Paul Aliapolios, vice-president;
Dee Martyn, secretaryj and June Dahar, 
treasurer. Representing the Class of ’58 
during its Sophomore year are Don Mc­
Leod, president; Robert Merrow, vice- 
president ; June Gong, secretary; and 
Mary Lunt, treasurer.
New Members
Newly-elected Student Senate mem­
bers for 1955-56 are Wendy Jesseman,
Acacia; Dave Chamberlaine, A T O ; Jim 
Perry, Lambda Chi; Dave Plourde, Phi 
D U ; Don Atwell, SAE; Bob Thibault,
Sigma Beta; Alton Amidon, Theta Chi;
Maureen Manning, Chi Omega; Gloria 
Battles, Kappa Delta; Judy Leavitt, Phi 
Mu; Ann Donovan, Theta U ; Ira Car­
men, Alan Faber, and Nick Pitanis,
Alexander; Guy Harriman, East-W est;
Floyd Smith, Engldhardt; Peter Klein,
Fairchild; James Azier, and Robert Ham- 
bleton, Gibbs; Robert Cohen, Charles 
Phillips, and William Simpson, Hetzel;
Robert Reny, H unter; Elizabeth Kilgore,
Virginia Paulu, and Elizabeth Knowles,
McLaughlinj Pat Herman, North Con­
greve ; Ann Bullock, Mary Lunt, and 
Ellen Swan, Sawyer; Bette Chandler,
Ann Garland, and Muriel Stimpson,
Scott; Judy Franks, Smith; Barbara 
Butterfield, and Liz Larkin, South Con­
greve; Jack Hill, and Fred Tilton, Col­
lege Road; and Carolyn Potter, and 
Margaret Shea, Commuters.
The new Student Senate members will 
take office at the first scheduled Senate 
meeting in May. The Senate has one 
representative for every fifty undergrad­
uates enrolled at the University. Each 
member of the Senate must maintain at 
.least a 2.0 scholastic average, and he must 
reside in the housing unit which he repre­
sents.
Lack of Candidates
In discussing the recent student elec­
tions, Tom Walker expressed a dissat­
isfaction on the number of students who 
were candidates for any given office.
The Senate leader pointed out that, in 
some cases, only one individual was 
entered as a candidate for the office.
However, the Student Senate president 
remarked that, “this was a well-run elec­
tion,” and he said that this was probably 
due to “good vote-timing, and to the 
fact that the InterDormitory Council 
elections were run on the same day.”
Voting was done by secret ballot, and 
it took place within each housing unit.
The ballots were counted by two or more 
members of the Student Senate Elec­
tion Committee, in the Senate office at 
the Notch.
Choir Spices U N H  
Boston Pops Night
The University of New Hampshire’s 
Concert Choir will make its fifth annual 
appearance at Symphony Hall in Boston 
on May 12 with the Boston Pops Or­
chestra. UNH Night at the Pops, a 
featured event of the University’s calen­
dar, is sponsored by the Boston Alumni 
Club of the University in cooperation 
with the orchestra.
Highlighting the special prpject will 
be a program of music prepared for the 
occasion by Professor Karl H. Bratton, 
chairman of the music department of the 
University and director of the choir. 
Half of Symphony Hall has been re­
served for students, faculty, alumni, and 
friends of the University. Governor and 
Mrs. Lane Dwinnell of New Hampshire 
and the Board of Trustees of the Uni­
versity will be among the special guests.
The Concert Choir is heard in many 
performances throughout the year, in­
cluding campus concerts and off-campus 
programs. Recently they appeared on a 
television show of choral music, par­
ticipated in the Second Annual New — 
Music Festival, and sang before the 
State Legislature of New Hampshire.
ROTC Review Will Honor 
Mothers Day On Saturday
The University Administration has 
scheduled a RO TC Review as part of 
the M other’s Day Program  on May 7. 
The review will begin at 11:15 and end 
shortly before noon. All Military Sci­
ence students will be present for this 
review.
Mrs. Robert John Cuthbertson, 
mother of Army Cadet Colonel Robert 
J. Cuthbertson, and Mrs. Marshall B. 
Litchfield, mother of Air Force Cadet 
Colonel Marshall B. Litchfield, will 
represent the mothers at this review. 
They will be presented a corsage and a 
small colonel’s insigna from Scabbard 
and Blade and the Arnold Air Society.
Mothers Occupy Honored Position 
In Saturday’s List O f Festivities
Les Elgart Sets 
Musical Pace For 
Rhythm In Blue
Friday May 13, brings the much 
heralded Les E lgart and his orchestra 
to our campus. This is E lgart’s first 
tour through the east since he hit the 
top of the musical world. The sound of 
the E lgart band is unmistakable.
This new sound is primarily obtained 
through the sax section which is headed 
by Les’ brother, Larry E lgart rated as 
one of the country’s finest saxophon­
ists. Les, himself, is known throughout 
the musical business as the “trumpet- 
nlaver’s trum pet player”. P u t them  tp- 
gether and what have you got?—The 
band with the dancing sound! As an 
added attraction of the evening, E l­
gart’s promising young singing star, 
Don Forbes will be featured.
Agency Sends Judges
The queen of the Junior Prom will be 
selected by a panel of judges from the 
H art Modeling Agency of Boston, at 
3:00 p.m. on Monday afternoon, May 
9, at a tea at SAE house. Each men’s 
housing unit has nominated a candidate 
for this coveted title. The queen and 
her aides will be presented over 
W M UR-TV , channel 9, 'M anchester 
at 5:45 p.m. on Wednesday, May 11. 
The crowning of the queen by Mr. Eddy 
will take place during the intermission 
of the dance on Friday evening.
Tickets are now on sale at all fra­
ternities and dotmitories by sales rep­
resentatives of the junior class, the 
W ildcat and the bookstore. Remember 
it’s semi-formal. Dancing will be from 
9-2 a.m. to the theme of Rhythm in 
Blue. Enthusiasm is running high, not 
only among Juniors, but in all the 
classes.
M others Day a t the U niversity  will be observed this Saturday, 
May 7 under the chairm anship of Miss Beckw ith and Don A tw ell 
’57.
Follow ing the pattern  which has been successfully received 
and carried out in the past seven post-w ar M others Days, reg istra­
tion will take place at D urham  N otch H all betw een the hours of 
8:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. under the direction of N ick P itan is ’56.
Inter-House Finals 
Slated For Friday
Tomorrow night will be the final 
night for Inter-House Plays. Eleven 
housing units are competing_ for the 
winning awards this year including 
North Congreve, South Congreve,
Acacia, Pi Kappa Alpha, Phi Delta 
Upsilon and Smith Hall. Also partici­
pating are Sawyer Hall, MacLaughlin 
Hall, Phi Mu, Chi Omega and Hetzel 
Hall.
The participants for the finals will 
be a sorority, women’s dorm, a frater­
nity, all of whom will have been the 
winners in their respective divisions, 
and Hetzel Hall. The judges will se­
lect the best play, best actor, best ac­
tress, and the best supporting player.
Trophies will be awarded to each.
■ Judges in the eliminations have been 
Miss Yolande Courtwright, Miss Eve­
lyn Brown, Mr. William R. Dresser,
Mr. Ralph G. Soderberg, Mr. Max H.
Maynard, and Mr. Arno Lepke. Judges 
for the finals tomorrow night will be 
Mrs. G. R. Johnson, Mrs. Louise 
Thatcher and Mr. Gerrit H . Roelofs.
The basis for the judges’ evaluation 
includes the choice of the play, the di­
rection and the development of team- 
work in general, the interpretation in 
relation to the audience, the smoothness 
and technical skill in general, the voice 
and diction, staging, and the total effect 
on the judge himself.
The contest is sponsored by Mask 
and Dagger advised by Professor J.
Donald Bhtcheller and Mr. Alec Fin- 
layson. Admission for tonight’s per­
formance and Friday’s Finals will be 
thirty cents as announced by Shirley 
Rondow, chairman of the committee.
Dance Concert Bases Theme On 
Mythical News Magazine “Today”
The Dance Concert presents “T O D A Y ” at New H am pshire 
Hall, M ay 11, a t 8:00 p.m. The them e, based on a m ythical news 
m agazine, T O D A Y , depicts dances in science, national affairs, 
radio and TV , religion, books, art, theater, and music.
The form of the program is one con­
tinuous story with the music and cho­
reography composed together. It is simi­
lar to a play, yet music and dance are 
included with the drama. The whole pro­
gram is based on the idea as seen through 
the eyes of the dancers.
Always Movement
Ann Chase, as narrator, is seen look­
ing at a news magazine. Having heard 
there is movement in everything, she tries 
to visualize this when in deep concentra­
tion she sees the article on science and 
the motion implied. The theme of science 
is concerned about the atomic bomb and 
its power, and the conflict of the person 
who controls this strong force which is 
protection yet destruction to others as 
well as to hithself. The dancers are Bob 
Crotty, Claire Jean, Dewanne White, 
Amy Handy, and Ginny Holden.
After realizing that there is movement, 
Ann turns to the section on Radio and 
TV in which “Antenna Antics” is fea­
tured. It includes Polly Gosselin, Joan 
McGinley, Edwina Coletto, and Audrey 
Lee.
In turning to National Affairs, -the 
Durham Reelers, offer their talent to 
an English Country Dance called the 
Sword Dance.
At the theater section of the magazine 
she comes to a modern abstract, “Inter­
action”, done by Dewie White, Ginny 
Holden, and Ann Chase.
Expressive Solo
Throughput the program Ann is see­
ing more and more how movement is 
applied, and relates how it affects her. 
She is so intrigued that when she turns 
to the Religious article she dances her 
solo expressing her emotions.
Included in the program are the Dance 
Club, Dance Workshop, Dance Composi­
tion class, and Durham Reelers, under 
the direction of Miss Jacqueline Clifford 
and Miss Joan Blanchard. Music is 
supplied by Mrs. Marjory McNeil, ac­
companist for the Women’s phys-ed. de­
partment. The technical advisers are J. 
D onald Batcheller and Alec Finlay son. 
The program is also in co-operation with 
the Department of Physical Education 
for Women and Women’s Recreational 
Association. Tickets are 50 cents, sold 
by the Bookstore and Wildcat.
The concert promises a varied and in­
teresting evening’s entertainment.
Official Notices
A ll stu d en ts  a re  responsib le  for know ledge 
of no tices  appearing  h e re .
Please Register during the pre-regis­
tration period ending May 10. O ther­
wise it will be necessary to come back 
on September 16 or 17 to complete reg­
istration since classes start September 
19 and there is no special registration 
day set aside for upperclassmen next 
fall.
Mothers Day. The area behind New 
Hampshire will be reserved as a special 
parking area for mothers and guests on 
Saturday morning, May 7.
Incomplete Grades. The burden of 
removing incomplete m arks rests with 
the student. For detailed regulations, 
see Rule 07.131.
To All Students Expecting to Re­
ceive a Degree on June 5: To be grad­
uated from the University, a student 
must satisfy all University bills and all 
fraternity and sorority room and board 
bills. Please have all charges against 
you paid by May 27. If you are in any 
doubt about whether you owe some 
small sum to the University, please 
check with the Cashier.
Language Reading Tests, as previ­
ously announced, will be held May 17 
at 12:50 — French in Murkland Audi­
torium, German in Room 302, Spanish 
in Room 304. Registration forms must 
be filled out before 4:30 on May 13.
Blue Key
Blue Key president Bert W olf has 
announced the selection of fifteen jun­
iors to the senior men’s honorary so­
ciety. The men were selected on the 
basis of participation in extra-curricu­
lar activities, sound character and sat­
isfactory academic standing.
The new members are; N at Brody, 
Frank Danehy, Phillip Decelle, W il­
liam George, Gerald .Goodchild, Don­
ald Guthrie, John Hoey, Donald 
Hutchinson, John Marrapese, Robert 
Narkis, Robert Page, William Paine, 
James Perry, Charles Robichaud, and 
William Veazy.
The morning program will begin at 
9 a.m. At this time Mothers are invited 
to visit classes, the exhibits, and meet 
faculty and administrative officers at the 
registration headquarters. Student work 
in The Arts will be on display at the 
Gallery of The Art Division, Hamilton 
Smith Library and Exhibition Corridor, 
Hewitt Hall. During this time Mortar 
Board will conduct individually guided 
tours.
Deans Greet Guests
Between ten and eleven Mr. Eddy, 
The Deans, and many of the faculty will 
be at Notch Hall to meet the guests. At 
11:15 the Annual Military Parade and 
Review by tine UNH Cadet Corps will 
be held on Memorial Field. Luncheon at 
the University Dining Hall for Mothers, 
sons and daughters is scheduled from 
11:45 to 1:45 p.m.
At noon a Carillon Concert on the 
Henderson Memorial Carillon will be 
offered. Among the other activities 
planned for the afternoon program is a 
ROTC Band Concert under the direction 
of Mr. Owen which will be held on the 
lawn of T Hall at 2 o’clock. An Allied 
Arts Festival in which students of Home 
Economics, Dramatics, Music and Arts 
35 Departments will participate at 2:15 
in New Hampshire Hall.
Star Sports Array
Sports events of the day will include 
Freshman and Varsity baseball, lacrosse 
games and track meets. Starting time 
for these events will be 2 o’clock for the 
baseball and lacrosse and 1 :30 for the 
track events.
A second Carillon Concert will be 
offered at 3:15. Following it, dormitories, 
sororities and fraternities will hold Open 
Houses. A Student Union Open House 
will be held for commuters’ mothers.
Started more than twenty years ago, 
Mothers Day was suspended during the 
last war, and again in 1947. Last year a 
thousand mothers came to Durham for 
the special event. This year Doii Atwell, 
the Chairman of the Student Senate 
Mothers Day Committee estimated that 
there would be close to 1500 Mothers 
present. Assisting Miss Beckwith are 
Miss Thames, Miss Wooster, Miss Far­
rar, Mr. Carroll, Mr. Prince, Mr. Owen 
and Mr. Sanborn. Barbara Butterfield 
and Nick Pitani are helping Atwell.
Woman Lawyer To 
Address Phi Bete’s
Phi Beta Kappa will hold its annual 
initiation and banquet on Mon., May 9. 
Following the initiation Dorothy Ken­
yon, a noted lawyer of New York City, 
will give a public lecture in Murkland 
Auditorium at 8 p.m. There is no 
charge for attending.
Miss Kenyon was educated at Smith 
College and New York University Law 
School, and has received honorary 
LL.D .’s from several institutions. She 
has practiced law in New York City 
since 1917, with the exception of inter­
vals of special assignment with the 
League of Nations and the United N a­
tions. For awhile she was also Judge of 
the Municipal Court in New York. 
Miss Kenyon was a member of the 
League of Nations Committee on the 
Legal Status of Women. In 1942 she 
was the New York State Commissioner 
to advise on the wartime employment 
of women.
She has held and now holds offices 
in numerous national organizations in­
cluding the American Society of In ter­
national Law and the Consumer’s 
League of New York. She is a national 
director of the Civil Liberties Union, 
and a member of the Council of United 
Chapters, Phi Beta Kappa.
Senior Skulls
Fifteen juniors were named to Senior 
Skulls, the senior honorary society 
president James Shira has announced. 
The men were selected on their record 
in extra-curricular activities, sound 
character and satisfactory academic 
standing.
The new members include; George 
Allen, Peter Baute, Jere Beckman, 
John Dodge, Kenneth Dodge, John 
Hill, Peter Hood, Mark Nicol, Charles 
Phillips, Peter Pritchard, Jon Riisnaes, 
Richard W . Spaulding, Orien Walker, 
Richard Wilson and William Zimmer--
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TRAPPED!
As a result of an incident at a recent beach party  two sororities 
are on indefinite social probation. The incident was the thoughtless 
burning of a cottage on the beach, purportedly by a person or per­
sons connected w ith the U niversity  and specifically somebody 
affiliated w ith the 'beach  parties.
The adm inistration adm ittedly had to take some course of 
appropriate action to make restitu tion of the dam ages; and adm itted­
ly an organization is responsible for all actions of attending  guests 
at social functions, so the real culprit, or culprits, is the budding 
pyrom aniac who unthinkingly started  the fire.
One m ight dispute the reasoning behind holding a house re­
sponsible for the careless deeds of its guests, b u t we feel some con­
trol m easure m ust be employed to prevent things ge tting  com­
pletely ou t of hand. So even though it is a p re tty  b itte r pill to 
swallow we m ust go on record as favoring the adm inistration’s 
disciplinary action.
Certainly one cannot expect all houses to stop having social 
events, and certainly one cannot blame these two houses for engag­
ing in annual events. So once again we arrive at the real cause of 
the situation.
T h at the concerned person, or persons, is of the U niversity  m ust 
necessarily be a foregone conclusion w hat w ith the results of the 
probation and prim ary investigation. W e can’t be concerned w ith 
the reasons behind the act, they are ra ther obvious, bu t we can 
definitely be concerned w ith the results. These two houses have 
had all their social events cancelled for an indefinite period., i.e., 
until the identity of responsible persons is revealed, which in effect 
am ounts to social suicide, and if the probation is carried over to 
next sem ester it could have drastic results on the rush ing  situation.
W e feel it is a moral obligation of those concerned to. own up 
to the act and exonerate the innocent houses involved in the ad­
m inistration’s squeeze play.
Not Our Day
Saturday, hundreds of M others will arrive in Durham  for the 
annual M other’s Day celebration. T hey’ll have the opportunity  to 
see an R O TC  review, eat lunch at the sororities and fraternities 
and university  dining hall, attend athletic events during the afte r­
noon, tour exhibits all over campus, meet house directors and rest 
over tea and cakes in the afternoon, and finally wend th e ir way 
hom eward late in the day for another year.
T his day presents one of the few opportunities for the parents 
to come to the U niversity  from all over the state for a day planned 
especially for them. D ad’s Day in the fall is, of course,, the counter­
part to the spring celebration. O thertim es, the parents come to 
leave children in the fall, visit on a weekend when the football team 
is on tour, pick us up for w inter vacation when we have so much 
s tu ff  no  se lf - re sp e c tin g  tr a in m a n  w ill le t  u s  on, b r in g  u s  b a c k  a f te r  
E aster vacation, and collect us and all our accum ulation of gear 
in June. They always seem to come on business, and never for 
pleasure and a day ju st for them.
P aren ts and children are not so awfully different in one way 
in particular. Both appreciate the little things, and both are dis­
appointed by the little things. So, when our M others descend on 
Saturday, we m ust make it a point to have the little things just 
right. Big things have a peculiar w ay of taking care of themselves. 
E very  parent likes his or her child to look his best, ju st as we are 
proud of our folks When they w ear an especially nice sport coat 
or new outfit. O ur parents like to meet our friends, and not be hidden 
away in a dorm itory room for the day talk ing over scholastics and 
finances. O ur parents also like to meet and have an opportunity  
to chat w ith those of their own age instead of being a lone one among 
the students. W hile we may be terrifically interested in the base­
ball game, m aybe M other has a special love for bridge or exhibits 
and would ra ther not sit in the grandstand all nine innings.
The whole point is Saturday is M others Day, not children’s 
day, and in order to give her a fine time, we m ust th ink of w hat she 
will enjoy doing the most, and not w hat we think she ought to 
enjoy. T he com m ittee has done an excellent job of providing a 
variety  of activities and should be commended for their work. T here 
is som ething for all of M other’s peculiar tastes. So, go-where-she- 
w ants-to  is our them e for Saturday.
Thank You!
The staff photographer wishes to express his appreciation to 
the M usic departm ent for their cooperation in enabling him to take 
pictures for The New H am pshire at the Spring Concert on W ed­
nesday, April 27.
W ith the close of the 1955 Confer­
ence on Religion in College Life 
“ C O R IC L ”, a number of observations 
are in order.
First, quite deservingly, go laurels 
to the Steering Committee and in par­
ticular to Polly Ann Davis and Jim 
Kiepper, the co-chairmen for the 
annual conference this year. The ar­
rangement of topics, speakers, discus­
sions, and recreational aspects can all 
be counted among distinctions of this 
year’s CORICL.
The special guest speakers for the 
conference we're highlights of the af­
fair. One would hardly choose one 
above the other in this respect. Dr. 
Donald Harrington, minister of the 
unique inter-denominational and inter- 
faith Community Church of New York 
City, and Dr. Peter Bertocci of the 
Boston University philosophy depart­
ment both did fine jobs of working to­
gether related topics. This is an aspect 
of the conference which has not been 
strong in the recent past.
Probably no one who attended the 
1955 'CORICL came away from 
Rolling Ridge without a particular 
awareness of the friendly informality 
on the whole. CO RICL has a fine rep­
utation in these respects and one which 
goes far in keeping toward attaining 
its objectives. Certainly the informal 
atmosphere of student and faculty dis­
cussions with a free play of ideas is 
one of the very top values in the whole 
conference idea. I t is rare and im­
pressed the guest speakers in particu­
lar.
During the closing session of 
CO RICL the plans for better future 
conferences were discussed, and ideas 
for more representative attendance con­
sidered. I t is sad that more may not 
be included, but CO RICL is open to 
all interested, and in four years cer­
tainly no one should miss the oppor­
tunity of such a conference.
Making CO RICL truly representa­
tive remains the prime problem in the 
conference make-up. For those just not 
interested it is a deplorable apathy 
which keeps them away. For others 
who do not attend, it is unfortunate 
that they miss the values presented by 
CORICL. The traditional atmosphere 
of freedom cannot be kept if the con­
ference .is run otherwise, although it is 
the hope for the future that problems 
may be ironed out for the good of a 
truly representative conference.
CO RICL in the future, it is to be 
hoped, can truly become a conference 
of value to all segments of the student 
body. The uninterested are to be helped 
from their apathy, and the dissociated 
for their fear.
"Better watch that Chem student—last tim e he w ent around sayin* 
he found sawdust in  the potato salad!"
Flick of the Wick
By Jack Hill
W ith the movies ever changing in 
their philosophy to be presented, we 
find the treadworn story of a  gambler 
tha t just can’t get away from gambling 
Affair In Monte Carlo. Richard 
Todd plays the cursed man loved by 
good old Tess Trueheart, Merle Ober 
on. They scamper between roulette 
tables to give us a gambling 2.0.
Frank Sinatra has shown the movie 
audience more than crooner’s ability 
ever since From Here To Eternity. 
Once again, Sinatra shows his capa­
bilities as a dramatic actor not sure his  ̂
wife loves him or whether she wants to 
protect her sister’s love more. Doris 
Day does a good job of being the elu 
sive, faithful after-the-crash wife to our 
ex-thirty-five-thousand-a-week crooner 
who stole a gal from Gig Young. 
Young At Heart is a remake and as a 
remake in technicolor deserves a 3.0, 
but how about something new?
H ere’s something for a chuckle. A 
bit of slapstick, shoplifting, and over 
seas humor. The British have come up 
with a Lu-lu released by J. Arthur 
Rank. Guaranteed to split your sides 
and end up in an evening of fine enter­
tainment. Notice how the Department 
Store ends up being a free-for-all. A 
3.5 to Trouble in Store.
Big Combo stars Brian Donlevy, 
long absent from the roster, Cornel 
Wilde, and Richard Conte. I t’s a gang­
ster flick which tells of the rackets and 
how to get ahead in them. I t  will nail 
your attention to the screen, so don’t 
feel left out of the Big Combo if a 
shady character taps you on the 
shoulder and asks you for a match.
One of the largest weaknesses of 
Hollywood lies in the cutting room. 
You see it time and time again with 
each big extravaganza playing up the 
sensational, forgetting that the every­
day, human side of the story is the 
strongest. I find as I watch the formula 
story unfold that I can predetermine 
the lines, the outcome, and the salary 
of the director. If Hollywood would 
get onto itself, as it does seldomly, and 
realize that a fluid, moving work of art 
can be made in the cutting room with 
a little patience, insight, selectivity 
and “naturalism ”. A movie is as good 
as its audience, and the Hollywood flux 
is forever underestimating the intelli­
gence of the buyer. As a writer writes 
for the second and third time, the 
painter adds the highlights and fin­
ishing details, the director should cut 
with a finess of an artist. Affair In 
Monte Carlo, Trouble In Store, Young 
At Heart, and Big Combo could have 
been improved with more time in the 
rerun room.
The Observer by Paul Wilson Sullivan
Professor Einstein
In  a sense, W estern  science begins w ith Francis Bacon. W riting  
in 16th and 17th century England, Bacon called for a new era of 
experim ental science th a t would release the conscience of the W est 
from a restrictive superstition. As wee learn about nature, we fear 
it less. As we fear it less we are freed from the illusions of a being 
tossed uncritically upon the surface of lime. And as we gain insight
into the laws and functions' of the universe we gain control of our
environment. W e are not .like the 
spider, spinning web-fancies out of 
himself, not like the arit slavishly piling 
up one grain upon another. W e are 
rather like the bee, transm itting the
pollen of knowledge to the flower of
human society, thus diverting life more 
fully to our purposes.
When I heard of Professor Einstein’s 
death, and his value to us became more 
clear as we sensed his loss, I thought 
how far we had advanced since the day 
when our scientists had to apologize i for 
truth to those whose dominion truth al­
ways threatens. And I thought, too, of 
how superlatively well Einstein had 
brought the seeds of 17th century science 
to flowtr. He served what I regard the 
heart of the scientific function: * fidelity 
to the universe and to man. Fidelity to 
the universe requires an accurate search­
ing, discovering, stating and verification 
of its facts. Fidelity to man requires the 
use of these facts so as to maximize hu­
man insight, welfare and progress. Ein­
stein met both challenges with eminence.
For if he felt the pulse of the universe, 
he never forgot the vibrant heartbeat of 
man. *
Now I do not wish to add still more 
imagery to the Einstein mythology, which 
would make of the scientist an all-know­
ing oracle. But in the sense that i t ' is 
the right and duty of each of us to speak 
honestly of our conviction and desires, 
and in the sense that Einstein spoke of 
both with an unusual clarity, I think his 
views require attention. It is interesting, 
then, to note his position on three focal 
subjects: 1.) Man’s place in the uni­
verse; 2.) Anti-Semitism; and 3.)
World Peace.
1. Man in the Universe-: “ Strange 
is our situation here upon earth,” he 
writes, “Each of us comes for a short 
visit, not knowing why, yet sometimes 
seeming to divine a purpose. From the 
standpoint of daily life, however, there 
is something we do know: that man is 
here for the sake of other men . . .”
Alone we are ‘powerless. Working to­
gether, in a cooperative and progressive 
community of past, present and future, 
we can exercise a power over nature 
that enables us to fulfill our needs. In a 
sense, suggests Einstein, there are no 
individuals, for we are all products of 
society in a hundred ways, and our lib­
erty, as someone has said, is meaningless 
in solitude.
Like Dr. Schweitzer, whose thought 
he often parallels, Einstein believes that 
it is folly to seek an objective reality or 
total knowledge of life. That is pot to 
say there is no ^uch reality, but that we 
cannot grasp its entirety. But though we 
are subjects of external compulsion and 
indeterminable will, men can still strive 
for ideals which seem useful and up­
lifting to them. Of these ideals goodness, 
beauty and truth are primary. Einstein 
maintains a humble agnosticism on ques­
tions of deity, although he clearly rejects 
anthropmorpihism. True religiousness, he 
feels, involves a sense of mystery, know 
ing “that what is impenetrable to us 
really exists . . .. which our dull fac­
ulties can comprehend only in their most 
primitive forms . . . ” Still, he concludes, 
this knowledge is adequate to enable man 
to conquer ihis fear of the universe as he 
gains control over it.
2. Anti-Semitism-: Before outlin­
ing Dr. Einstein’s views on this point,
I suggest two factors that are perhaps 
dominant in this most disheartening prob­
lem. In a sense how we look at it is 
evidence of our degree of civilization.
First, I see the desire of society for a 
“scapegoat”, for a means of externaliz­
ing its own errors in such a way as to 
relieve it o f. its responsibility. It is con­
venient, if irrational, to blame a sngie 
thing or group for our failure. And I 
am convinced that if there' were no such 
people as Jews, we would look to some 
other group as the special object of our 
wrath, which is really self-condemnation.
Second, I 'see a circular effect, in which 
the concept of a “chosen people” both 
induces and is induced by persecution or 
discrimination. We are faced here with 
the issue as to how far a group should
retain its identity and how far it should 
be assimilated within a national culture. 
The solution, I believe, rests largely with 
the groups themselves. But in any case 
there is obviously no room in a civilized 
community for the irrational and divisive 
bigotry that characterizes anti-Semites. 
By pursuing such indiscriminate hatred, 
they scarcely '.serve our cultural unity, and 
give evidence of an impulsive immaturi­
ty-
Dr. Einstein believes that by retain­
ing- its individual character, the Jewish 
community contributes much to the varie­
ty that gives life to American culture. 
As for anti-Semitism, he belives that is 
a means employed by national govern­
ments, as in Nazi Germyany and Tsarist 
Russia to divert attention from predatory 
ruling cliques by attributing their fail­
ures to Jews. It has not been difficult to 
oppress a scattered, disorganized, people 
who comprise less than 1 percent of 
humanity. But paradoxically, he feels, 
this oppression has also served the Jews. 
It had given them a new sense of autono­
my, a community whose high level de­
pends not on any special hereditary men­
tal endowment, but the esteem of Jews 
for intellectual accomplishment. In addi­
tion, he feels, Jews are united by ideals 
of social justice, mutual aid, tolerance and 
a high regard for the prophetic witness. 
An atmosphere is thus provided among 
them encouraging and developing talent, 
while a strong critical spirit prevents 
“blind obeisance to any mortal authori­
ty.” He sees Israel as the salvation of 
the Jews, and although he fails to see 
that in many instances Jewish national­
ism has been as destructive as that of 
the Arabs, he is perhaps right. As to his 
analysis of anti-Semitism, I think, that 
although he has stressed the assets of 
the Jewish community and perhaps over­
simplifies, his picture is a true one.
3. W o r ld  P e a c e -:  Dr. Einstein’s hu- 
manitanianism is perhaps most evident in 
world affairs. He has no use for super-1 
patriotism, armies, political idolatry, or 
heroic obedience. He sees all of these as 
war-generative stimuli of that national­
ism that lies at the heart of world chaos 
and suffering. Only by creating a world 
community in which the war-making 
power is taken from nation states and 
limited to an international police force, 
he believes, can peace exists. A possible 
way lies in strengthening the .General 
Assembly. In addition, we must replace 
anarchic and selfish national economies 
with a cooperative structure of world 
trade and finance. Further, we must be 
realistic, and approach diplomacy in the 
knowledge that every nation has legiti­
mate and logical interests to serve and 
that it is in the community interest that 
they be served. A decrease in national 
pride is well worth a common survival. 
In the end, whatever nation or race we 
belong to, we are all human beings, 
sharing one fate.
Thus, a glimpse into the mind of 
Professor Einstein of Princeton, who 
left Nazi Germany still poorer, and 
brought to us more of the creative will 
of the same people who gave us Jesus 
and Spinoza. He lived and moved in 
what I regard as man’s ideal posture: 
a balance of the detail of science with 
the vision of philosophy, emergized by 
a scrupulous sense of social justice.
NOTE: O Tempora, O Mores, O 
Gosh! Word comes again that The Ob­
server, is making new enemies, gaining 
new critics, and setting himself up as 
Expert In All Fields! As to enemies 
and criticism, perhaps both are inevit­
able, and at least criticism is highly de­
sirable in a college community. As to 
my claiming expertese, I am patholo­
gically aware of the incompeteness, 
fallibility, and un-expertness of my 
opinions. “The more you know, the 
more you know you don’t know.” I do 
like to read. I like to think. I like to 
write. And I like to share my ideas. 
And I can’t believe that my not being 
an expert means that I must remain 
silent in areas where I have a reason- 
(continued on page 6)
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This Year’s CORICL Judged 
‘Best To Date’ By Committee
N ancy H arper and Irv  Bullock were elected co-chairm an for 
the 1956 Conference J3n Religion In College Life at the ’55 session 
which closed last Sunday afternoon. The steering com m ittee for 
th is year’s conference stated  th a t it was in their opinion the best 
to date. Speakers for the weekend were Dr. P e te r Bertocci of Boston 
U niversity  and Dr. D onald H arring ton , m inister of The Com munity 
Church of New York.
The conference got under way Satur­
day afternoon with a speech by Dr. H ar­
rington. Stressing the conference theme, 
“Where Am I — Where Am I Going?”, 
Dr. Harrington suggested to confer­
ence participants that the answer might 
lie in relating themselves to their en­
vironment. He said they could _ do this 
by learning four things: 1. to live with 
yourself; 2. to live with nature; 3. to 
live with your fellow man; 4. to live with 
God. After Dr. Harrington’s speech, 
discussion groups were held where the 
theme of the conference and its relation 
to what Dr. Harrington said were con­
sidered.
After supper the second main speaker 
for CORICL, Dr. Peter Bertocci, ad­
dressed the group. His talk also con­
cerned itself with the main theme. To 
answer the question, Dr. Bertocci said, 
each individual must ask himself a ques­
tion. That question is, “What would you
be willing to die for?” The things you 
would be willing to die for are those 
which are most concerned with where 
you are going, he went on to state. “What 
would you be willing to ask another man 
to die for ?”, was mnother question the 
Boston University Prof, asked. When 
you decide what you would be willing 
to die for, Dr. Bertocci said, then you 
will determine some of your basic values 
and these, in turn, will determine where 
you are going.
Both speakers were judged by confer­
ence participants as “outstanding”. After 
Dr. Bertocci’s talk, more discussion 
groups were held. During the latter part 
of the evening, games and square dancing 
took the spotlight. Many stayed up into 
the wee hours of the morning to talk 
over ideas they had gotten earlier in the 
day.
(continued on page 4)
On Campus ttfthM axfihuJm an
(Author of "Barefoot Boy With Cheek," etc.)
THE GREAT CAP and GOWN CONTROVERSY
The cap and gown season is upon us, and w ith  i t  comes the 
perennial question: which side of the cap should the tassel 
hang on?
This is an argum ent th a t arises every year to roil the aca­
demic world, and it  is, alas, no closer to solution today than  it  
was in 1604 when F red  Tassel'invented the troublesome orna­
ment.
F red  Tassel, incidentally, never made a penny from  his inven­
tion. The sad fac t is he never took out a pa ten t on it. This trag ic  
oversight becomes understandable, however, when one considers 
th a t paten ts were not invented till 1851 by F red  P aten t, him self 
a pitiable figure. A compulsive handw asher, he died in his fo u r­
teenth  year, leaving behind a w ife and five spotless children.
B u t I digress. We were discussing which side of the cap the 
tassel should hang on.
F or m any years the universally accepted practice was to hang 
the tassel over the fro n t of the cap. This practice 'was abandoned 
in 1942 when the en tire  graduating  class of N orthw estern  U ni­
versity, blinded by tassels hanging in th e ir  eyes, made a wrong 
tu rn  during commencement exercises and ended up a t the G reat 
Lakes T rain ing  Center where, all unw itting, they were inducted 
into the Navy fo r five year hitches.
Thehe is one school of th o u g h t-la rg e  and growing daily larger 
—which holds th a t the tassel should be worn on the same side 
you carry  your Philip  M orris cigarettes. Thus a quick glance 
will show you where your Philip  M orris are  and save much tim e 
and fum bling.
This makes a good deal of sense because when one w ants a 
Philip  M orris, one w ants one w ith  a minim um  of delay. One does 
not relish being kept, even fo r a second, from  the clean, delicate 
flavor of Philip  M orris, so artfu lly  blended, so subtly concocted 
to  please the keen and a lert tas te  buds of young smokers. One 
chafes a t any obstacle, however small, th a t is pu t in the way of 
enjoying th is m ost edifying of cigarettes, so pleasing to the 
perceptive palate. Here, in king size or regular, a t prices th a t 
do no violence to the slimmest of budgets, is a firm w hite cylinder 
of balm and pure, abiding content.
T h ere  is another group, small bu t vocal, th a t insists -the tassel 
should hang over the back of the cap. The tassel, they say, is a 
symbol like the bullfighter’s pigtail, sign ify ing  honor and 
courage.
They are wrong. Bullfighters w ear p ig tails fo r only one rea­
son : to keep the backs of th e ir necks warm . Do you have any 
idea w hat a d ra ft a bull makes when he rushes past you? A 
plenty big one, you may be sure.
In fact, upper resp irato ry  infections, contracted in the wake of 
passing bulls, are the largest single cause of bullring fatalities. 
I have th is in teresting  sta tis tic  from  the Bullfighters M utual 
Life Insurance Company of H artfo rd , Connecticut, one of the 
few insurance companies ih H artfo rd , Connecticut, which w rites 
insurance exclusively fo r bullfighters. Incidentally, H artford , 
the insurance capital of America, is a most in teresting  city and 
well w orth a v isit if  you are ever in New England, as no rth ­
eastern  U nited States is, fo r some reason, called. H artfo rd  can 
be reached by bus, tra in , plane, and the Humboldt C urrent. Try 
to make your v isit in spring, when the actuaries are in bloom.
B u t  I digress. We were talk ing about w hat side to w ear the 
tassel on. An ingenious solution to th is troubling problem was 
proposed a few years ago by F red  Sigafoos, perhaps b e tte r known 
as “The Quoit King of Delaware.” An early forbear of Mr. 
Sigafoos, Humboldt Sigafoos (who la ter invented the curren t 
which bears his name) was gran ted  a monopoly by King George 
III  on all quoits m anufactured in Delaware. Somehow the royal 
appointm ent was never rescinded and from  th a t day to this, 
every quoit made in Delaware has been a Sigafoos Quoit.
Well, sir, F red  Sigafoos once suggested th a t an equitable 
settlem ent to the g rea t tassel controversy would be to starch  
the tassels so they stood up righ t and hung on no side of the cap 
a t all. Mr. Sigafoos was, of course, only seeking to broaden his 
m arket, because a fte r  graduation, w hat can you do w ith an 
up righ t tassel bu t hurl quoits a t it?
©Max Shulman, 1955
The m a k ers o f  P H IL IP  M O R R IS w ho b rin g  yo u  th is co lu m n  m ake no  
reco m m en d a tio n  a b o u t w hat side  to  hang th e  tassel on. B u t w ith  
c igarettes th ey  sa y : S tay  on  the g en tle , ta sty , v in tage  side  —  w ith  
P H ILIP  M O R R IS , o f  course.
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Morning Schedule Mon.-Sat.
7:00 Sunrise Serenade


















































All T hat’s New 
Les Brown Show 
Your Lucky Strike 
Spotlight on a Star 
The Cool Corner 
Masterworks of Music 




Fred Klose Show 
Lullaby in Rhythm 
Musical Night Trairi 
Masterworks of Music 
Music in Your Mood
P.M. Sunday
Sunday Pops Concert 
Proudly W e Hail 
Selected Sounds 
Marylee Reid Show 
Bill Scruton Show 
Focal on, the Vocal 
Masterworks of Music 
Music in Your Mood
P.M. Monday
650 Club
June Gilman Show 
Joanne Hengesch Show 
Stuart Alperin Show 
Accent on Rhythm 
Mickie Levi Show 
Masterworks of Music 
Music in Your Mood
P.M. Tuesday
Music with Bill Quimby 
Just Jazz 
Caravan, of Music 
Request Album 
Buz Emerson Show 
Memories in Melody 
Masterworks of Music 
Music in Your Mood
P.M. Wednesday
Tops in Pops 
Paula Kidder Show 
Billy May—Stan Kenton Show 
Mystery Melody Time 
W estern Roundup 
Moonlight Serenade 
Masterworks of Music 
Music in Your Mood
New Sphinx Learn 
Aims And Purposes
The class of 1958 recently elected the 
new Sophomore Sphinx who will wel­
come the class of 1959 next fall during 
Orientation Week. Twenty-five mem­
bers were elected from a slate of over 
sixty names from the freshman class.
A student elected to the sophomore 
honorary society m ust have a point 
average of 2.0 or better. He is chosen 
for character, dependability, leadership 
and participation in extra-curricular 
activities.
Those elected from the freshman 
class include Mary Alexander, Mary 
Lunt, Eunice Pollis, Cathy Olney, 
June Gong, Mary Stone, Muriel Stimp- 
son, Susie Craig, Casey Kirvan, Diane 
Tatarcuk, Carole Taylor, W indy Cof­
fin, John . Adams, Pete Brunelle, Jim 
Burnham, Van Zissi, Dick Kenyon and 
Ben Hogan. Also elected were Pete 
Horne, Bruce MacLennan, D e a n  
Lewis, Ozzie MacLeod, Bob Merrow, 
Dick Swift, and Bill Simpson.
Sphinx Assists
The Sphinx is a financially independ­
ent organization and is under the advi- 
sorship of Mr. Richardson of the Eng­
lish department. The aims and purposes 
of the Sphinx are to assist the adminis­
tration during orientation week, to aid 
the freshmen in perform ing the regu­
lations as approved by the organiza­
tion, to act as undergraduate counse­
lors in extra-curricular activities, to put 
out the Freshman Handbook, and to 
enact and enforce all regulations not 
under the administration authority and 
promote the interest of the University 
of New Hampshire.
Hotel Majors See 
Own Work Shown
University of New Hampshire students 
majoring in hotel administration attended 
the New England Hotel Exposition in 
Boston last week, where an exhibit of 
their work was displayed as part of the 
annual three-day conference. The 29 Uni­
versity students were taken on an in­
struction tour through the Statler Hotel 
and the market district of Boston accord­
ing to Prof. Raymond R. Starke, chair­
man of the department of hotel admin­
istration at the University. At an alurnni- 
sponsored smoker, the students enter­
tained New England area hotel men at 
the meeting.
Those students attending the exposi­
tion were Martin C. Lee, Robert E. 
Moss, Gary B. Bisson, Norma A. Brandt, 
Robert S. Chase, Philip G. Cloutman,, 
William J. Gosselin, Robert D. Griffin, 
Arthur B. Hewson, Paul L. LaChance, 
Jay L. Marden, William E. Murthey 
Raymond A. Plante, Donald L. Brenton, 
John V. Dahlberg, Franklyn T. Danehy, 
Bruce K. Gregory, William A. McAllis­
ter, Bruce G. MacLennan, Richard A. 
Melgard, Eugene M. Nessic, Joseph W. 
Reid, Clifton D. Rockwell, Jr., Paul E. 
Ross, Lee M. Simpson, Wayne W. Steele, 
Paul K. Sullivan, and George A. Turain 
Jr.
Going, Going, Gone
Pinned: Margie Williams, Alpha Xi, 
to Don Vedeler, Acacia; Jan Bergfors, 
Alpha iChi, to Gus Planchon, Acacia.
Engaged: Ruth Blakney, Phi Mu. to 
Larry W hite, Acacia.
Course Offered In 
Waitressing Work
The University Extension Service 
and the New Hampshire Hotel Associ­
ation announce a short institute for 
girls planning to do waitress work dur­
ing the summer. The course will be 
given on campus May 20 and 21, Mr. 
James Barker Smith, President of 
W entworth - By - The - Sea in P orts­
mouth, will speak on “ W hat You Can 
Expect And W hat Is Expected Of 
Y ou”. Mrs. Caroline W ooster, Associ­
ate Professor in the W om en’s Physical 
Education Department, will explain the 
importance of correct posture in wai­
tress efficiency, and how good posture 
enables the waitress to carry a tray 
more easily. O ther speakers include 
Joan Stone, Instructor in Physical Ed­
ucation, and Jo W eckwerth, Extension 
Recreation Specialist. Practice sessions 
and discussion groups will be held both 
days. Professor Anna M. Light of the 
Home Economics Department and 
Professor Raymond R. Starke of Hotel 
Administration are acting as an advi­
sory committee. Registrations are now 
being accepted at the Extension Ser­




Acting President Edward D. Eddy, Jr., 
announced recently the appointment of 
Jere A. Chase, an alumnus and member 
of the UNH staff for ten years, as Asso­
ciate Director of the University Ex­
tension Service.
Mr. Chase, has been a member of the 
administrative staff since 1945. and for 
the past year has been Fund Director in 
University Development. He joined the 
staff as Counselor in Student Administra­
tion and varsity ski coach. He has also 
served as Director of Placement, Direc­
tor of Admissions, and Executive Secre­
tary of the Memorial Union Fund Drive 
which raised over $650,000 from alumni 
and friends of the University.
His home was in Seabrook, N. H., 
and he attended Amesbury, Mass., high 
school before matriculating at the Uni­
versity in 1932. As an undergraduate he 
was on the varsity ski team and the var­
sity baseball team, captaining both sports 
in his senior year. He received his BS 
in Education in 1936 and his masters de­
gree in 1946.
Mr. Chase was a teacher-coach at 
Berwick Academy, South Berwick, Me., 
and Dow Academy, Franconia, N. H., 
before coming to UNH in an adminis­
trative capacity.
During World W ar II he served with 
the Air Force in the Middle East, South 
America, and West Indies and the Pa- 
’cific. He was called back during the 
Korean crisis and served in Japan. He 
is a colonel in the Air Force Reserve.
Mr. Chase will serve with Director 
Henry Bailey Stevens, a member of the 
UNH staff since 1918 and Director of 
University Extension since 1941, until 
the latter’s planned retirement on July 
1, 1956, at which time he will take over 
as Director.
Asst. Publications Editor 
Gives Address In Boston
Isobel Korbel, assistant publications 
editor at the University of New H am p­
shire, addressed public relations experts 
from six state universities at the New 
England Land Grant College Confer­
ence in Boston on April 27. Her topic 
was “ Publications P a tte rn s”, a dis­
cussion of the role publications play 
in a university’s development.
Other speakers on the morning pro­
gram included Robert McCartney, 
University of Massachusetts; Mary 
Matzinger, University of Rhode Is ­
land; Howard Keyo, University of 
Maine; and Charles Niles, University 
of Connecticut. Scheduled for the after­
noon meeting were talks by G. R. Hop- 
wood, University of Vermont and H er­
bert Hofford, University of Rhode 
Island.
For a Better Used Car. . .
Completely Reconditioned and Fully Guaranteed 
Call Your Local Chevrolet Dealer
Great Bay Motor Company
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•  -  I N T R A M U R A L  S P O R T S
by Mary Emanuel
M ost of last weeks softball action fell victim  of our annual 
rainy season. The exception was T hursday night when the anxious 
athletes squeezed in three league games between the rain drops.
The damp atm osphere didn’t effect E ast-W est as they handily 
took Gibbs H all 11 to 6. The H etzel men also proved to be real 
“m udders” as they dumped Phi A lpha in a free scoring tilt 20 to 11. 
The soggy playing conditions must have' —
been too much for Englehardt because 
they failed to appear at game time and 
lost a forfeit to SAE. The Sigma Beta 
and Phi K A game was cancelled.
The month of May brought in some 
excellent softball weather and the teams 
made good use of the conditions Monday 
nite.
The basketball champs, Acacia fra­
ternity were soundly walloped by Theta 
Kap. Blair Nelson was the losing pitcher 
and Marcel Couture was on the mound 
for the winners. Footballer Jim Perkins 
was the big gun at bat for Theta Kap 
with several home runs. Final score Theta 
Kap 13, Acacia 4.
Serving Chinese-American Food 
OPEN DAILY AT 11:00 A.M. 
Orders To Take Out
SUN-SUN RESTAURANT
513 Central Ave. Dover, N. H.
AGR, still inspired from a very suc­
cessful all-Aggie Day celebration, 
squeezed by Phi DU 7 to 6. Losing 
pitcher McLeod, winning pitcher Hast­
ings, who relieved Fowler in the third 
inning.
Theta Chi and Phi Alpha both won 
forfeit games when Englehardt and Alex­
ander failed to appear at game time.
The intramural track meet will get 
underway Monday May 9. The meet is 
going to provide important jpoints for the 
big trophy so don’t forget to get your 
housing unit entered.
Intramural sport events are going on 
almost every afternoon and it is very 
difficult for me to get to all the en­
counters. It would be very much appreci­
ated if each housing unit could keep the 
results and important points so when I 
contact you the information would be 
available. Thank you. “m.e.”
New Hampshire was first settled in 
1623.
JteiK - jHoamUty?
FROM CRADLE TO KIDDIE-CAR CONSULT ES
WE HAVE A COMPLETE 
LINE OF BABY NEEDS
13own ana Campus
Durham, New Hampshire
NO ONE EVER GOT “TEED OFF” 
AT AN ARROW POLO SHIRT
How could they? Arrow polos give unlimited comfort and 
style. What’s more, these fine knitted polos keep their shape 
almost forever.
For casual wear, and for active sports, you’ll find them cool 
and absorbent. . .  a pleasure to wear. In solids, stripes and quiet 
patterns, these luxurious polos are yours at a pauper’s price.
Combine them with smartly tailored Arrow sailcloth slacks 
like those shown above, and you’ll face the heat. . .  calm, cool 
and correct. Arrow polos, $3.95. Slacks, $5.95.
a /m o  i v
CASUAL WEAR





DURHAM NEW  HAMPSHIRE
Tennis Squad Falls 
To U R I and Bates
In the last week the Varsity Tennis 
Squad has dropped two matches by the 
score of 8-1, one to the University of 
Rhode Island and one to Bates College. 
In the Rhode Island match, Ballou and 
Phillips were the players to win, and 
that was in their double tilt. Connolly 
was the only UNH victor in the Bates 
match.
The results were as follows:
UNH vs. URI
SIN G LES:
Bailey (URI) over Harding (UNH 0-6, 
4-6.
Helmus, J. (URI) vover Barry (UN H ) 
7-9, 3-6.
Hattub (U R I) over Hutchinson-(UNH) 
0 - 6 - 1 - 6 .
Helmus, A. (URI) over Connolly 
(UN H ) 2-6, 3-6.
Boss (URI) over Stavros (UN H ) 6-2, 
7-9, 3-6.
Barchi (URI) over Phillips (UNH) 
0-6, 7-5, 0-6.
DO UBLES:
Bailey-Helmus, J. (URI) over Harding- 
Barry (U N H ) 6-1, 3-6, 4-6. 
Hattub-Helmus, A. (URI) over Stavros- 
Hutchinson (UN H ) 2-6, 2-6. 
Ballou-Phillips (UN H ) over Barchi- 
Bird (URI) 6-3, 6-4.
For Sale
'39 Plymouth 4-Door Deluxe, black 
Good Mechanical Condition 
Rebuilt Engine $125
Contact David Buley 
TKE, Phone 195
Wildcats Defeat Rams 
In Season’s Third Win
By Fred Klose
L ast Saturday afternoon a crowd of approxim ately 400 w it­
nessed the annual clash between the U niversity ’s W ildcats and the 
Rhode Island Rams w ith the W ildcats coming from behind to win 
the game in the 10th inning 3-2. \
F red D auten stole home in the 10th w ith the bases loaded to 
clinch the ball game for the W ildcats. Rhode Island’s catcher had
apparently made the out with the umpire 
calling it but he dropped the ball which 
made Dauten safe.
UNH vs. BATES
SIN G LES: »
Prothro (B) over Harding (UNH 2-6, 
0 - 6 .
Auger (B) over Barry (U N H ) 3-6, 
0-6 .
Meilen (B) over Hutchinson (UNH) 
4-6, 1-6.
Steinberg (B) over Stavros (UNH) 
2-6, 11-13.
Clarke (B) over Phillips (U N H ) 2-6, 
4-6.
Connolly (UN H ) over Pickard (B) 
6- 2 , 6- 2 .
DO UBLES:
Auger-Prothro (B) over Harding-Barry 
(UN H ) 1-6, 6-2, 6-8.
Clarke-Meilen (B) over Hutchingson- 
Connolly (UN H ) 2-6, 5-7.
Becerra-Weiner (B) over Ballou-Phillips 















Prompt Service on Repairs 
of all Types
CORICL . . .
(continued from page 3)
Faculty Presents Views
Sunday at 5 a.m., it is rumored that 
several people went for “bird walks”. 
However, the real business of the day 
began at 9 a.m. with a chapel service 
for Protestant and Jewish students in 
the Rolling Ridge Chapel. Catholic stu­
dents transported to mass. A student- 
faculty panel, made up of Paul Sullivan, 
Dr. Hans Heilbronner, Subhash Datta, 
Dean Blewett, Dr. Wilfred Bulluck, and 
with Wally Saunders as moderator, pre­
sented their individual views of the con­
ference theme.
After lunch the conference elected 
Nancy Harper and Irving Bullock as 
co-chairmen for next year’s conference 
and the 1955 CORICL adjourned.
Fifty-nine covered bridges remain in 
New Hamoshire.
HOW’S YOUR RACKET?
RESTRWCW6 NYLON AND GOT
24-48 HOUR SERVICE
Hardware House
Opposite the Theatre Durham, N. H.
Better tenn is  
fo r you s ta rts
right here
The confidence you need to
keep up your game is built right 
into this fine Spalding racket.
The Spalding K R O -B A T®  de­
livers all the “feel” for better con­
trol and accuracy. It’s built to take 
power serves and smashes, and 
give you top performance.
Buy the K R O -B A T in your own 
weight and grip size. Just one set 
will tell you . . .  this is your year for  
better tennis.
Spalding
SETS THE PACE IN SPORTS
U.R.I. Scores in 4th and 5th
The first three innings of the game 
remained scoreless with Kuzura and 
Stenhouse pitching what seemed to he a 
no-hit no-run game for one of the 
pitchers. Rhode Island’s center fielder 
Dagres got a hit off Kuzura and made 
first base. Dick Lendhouse who was the 
next batter reached on an error bringing 
Dagres home. The second run for the 
Rhode Island team was made in the sec­
ond half of the sixth. The Rams already 
had two' outs but Sal Ferarra, Rhode 
Islands first basemen was hit by Kuzura 
and made first base. Degres making his 
second hit of the game singled to score 
Ferrarra from first.
The last of the eighth opened with 
Rhode Islands pitcher Dave Stenhouse 
having a no-hit no-run game. Fred 
Dauten then drove a fast ball through 
second base, after Blossom had made 
first on a walk. This broke the jinx for 
the Wildcat team. Ted Wright, New 
Hampshires rightfielder who followed 
Dauten to the plate got a hit off Sten­
house to center field, and Blossom scored. 
Art Valicenti singled enabling Dauten to 
make home for the second run. At the 
end of the inning the score remained 
2-2. The 9th inning was scoreless for 
the both teams.
Dauten Steals Home
In the last of the tenth inning New 
Hampshire has one man out and Dauten, 
Blossom and Serpico made bases on 
walks. Stenhouse was relieved from the 
mound by Norburg of Rhode Island. 
Jerry Kenneally who was up at bat had 
a 1 and 1 count on him when Dauten 
•stole home from third base to win the 
game for New Hampshire.
Kazura limited the Rams- to only four 
-hits and struck out six of the Rhode 
Island team.
NEW  HAM PSHIRE
ab r h 0 a
Caramihalis, 3b 3 0 0 2 1
Tansey, lb 3 0 0 9 1
Lee, lb 1 0 0 2 0
Dauten, c 2 2 1 7 2
a-Blossom 3 0 1 2 0
Wright, rf 3 0 1 2 0
Stokes, rf 0 0 0 1 0
Valicenti, of 4 0 1 1 0
Serpico, If 2 0 0 3 0
Kenneally, 2b 4 0 0 1 4
Kelly, -ss 2 0 0 1 1
Liberty, ss 2 0 0 0 1
Kazura, p 4 0 0 1 2
Totals 30 3 
RHODE ISLAND
3 30 12
ab r h 0 a
DeMasi, ss 5 0 0 3 4
Dellner, rf 4 0 0 1 0
Cahill, 2b 4 0 1 1 1
Ferarra, lb 3 1 0 7 0
Dagres, cf 3 1 2 3 0
Lendrum, 3b 4 0 1 0 0
Edwards, If 3 0 0 0 0
Leach, If 1 0 0 0 1
Wojcik, c 4 0 0 13 0
Stenhouse, p 4 0 0 0 1
Norburg, p 0 0 0 0 0
T otal-s 35 2 2 29 7
A former University of N<;w Hamp-
shire athlete. Capt. Albert J. Britton of 
Nashua, has been assigned to the in­
structional staff of the Air Force ROTC 
unit at his alma mater.
Capt. Britton, who was president of 
the UNH Varsity club during his under­
graduate days, after playing varsity 
basketball and lacrosse, and who was a 
member of the Blue Key honorary socie­
ty, has been a career officer in the Air 
Force, after majoring in history and 
physical education in college. He was 
athletic director and instructor in ath­
letics and recreation at Marlboro Col­
lege in 1949-50, and recreation director 
for the city of Brattleboro, Vt.
He was born in Pittsfield, Mass., but 
was graduated from Nashua, N. H., high 
school in 1941. His career at UNH was 
interrupted in 1942 for wartime service.
S A TU R D A Y NIGHT
FREDDY
SATERIALE
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Varsity Stickmen Win 
Over Tufts and M.I.T.
The U niversity  of New H am pshire V arsity  Lacrosse Team  
started  off its regular schedule last week by trouncing tne weakest 
T ufts team  in years by the score of 10-2 and the M IT  squad by
4-1. . , . t '
The T ufts team  displayed poor stickhandhng and missed a few 
em pty cages. U N H  jum ped off to an early s ta rt w ith K ent Keith, 
Benny Muise, and Bobbie M unro, the first attack each tossing in 
goal. Keith was assisted on his goal
by&CoCapt." Defenseman Alan Girrior. 
The second period still showed no Tufts 
tallies, but UNH Midfielder John Las- 
son flipped in two more to make the 
score at half-time 5-0. In the third period 
CoCapt. Willie Johnston scored and al­
so Defenseman Hugh Lavallee scored on 
a flip shot with an assist by Derek Heins. 
Tufts came through with their only two 
tallies of the game in this period as H ar­
rison and Shaw tossed in one apiece. The 
last quarter was another three-goaler 
for The Wildcats as Lasson tossed in 
his third of the day on an assist by 
Munro. Munro himself scored on an 
assist by Defenseman Doak Walker, and 
Muise hit again on an assist from Keith.
The second game was played last Sat- 
urdav with MIT on Memorial Field 
where the rest of the games will be 
played. It was a good first half with 
Johnston opening up the scoring tor 
UNH by soloing down the middle and 
tossing it in. Keith quickly joined in with 
a goal on an assist by Midfielder Frank 
Sawyer. In the second period _ Benny 
Muise tallied on assist from Keith, and 
Midfielder Donny Swain skidded one in 
from outside. M IT’s only score of the 
game came in this period as Pete Dyke 
hit an empty cage. The Wildcat Defense 
had been so alert during the first halt 
that only one shot was gotten off at the 
New Hampshire goal. The second half 
off this game displayed some very sloppy 
ball by both teams with neither one scor­
ing in either the third or fourth quarters.
The next home game will be this Sat­
urday, Mothers Day with W.P.I. at 2:00 
p.m. The big game of the season was 
yesterdav at Harvard, the results of 
which could not be obtained in time for 
this issue.
PICTURED ABOVE is Varsity La­
crosse Attackman Benny Muise elud­
ing the hard and heavy “club” of an 
unidentified M.I.T. Defenseman. The 
game with M.I.T. last Saturday was 
won by UNH by a score of 4-1.
Varsity Club Notice
There will be a meeting of the 
Varsity Club tonight, at 10 p.m. at 
Acacia Fraternity. Complete atten­
dance is requested.
Carpet Rolled O u t 
For Mothers Day
The annual Mothers Day celebration 
will be Saturday, May 7. All mothers of 
students are invited. A program of spec­
ial interest for the mothers is planned 
for this spring event.
After registering the mothers may visit 
classes and exhibits where they will have 
a chance to meet some faculty and ad­
ministrative officers. There will be a Mili­
tary Parade and Review by the Cadet 
Corps at Memorial Field followed by 
luncheon at UNH Dining Hall. The 
luncheon is for mothers and their sons 
and daughters. At noon there will be a 
carillon concert on the Henderson Mem­
orial Carillon.
In the afternoon Mothers can go to 
N. H. Hall where where there will be an 
Allied Arts Festival produced by students 
in Home Economics, Dramatics, Wom­
en’s Physical Education, Music.and The 
Arts. Then, dormitories, fraternities and 
sororities will have open house. Also in 
the afternoon there will be Varsity and 
Freshman Lacrosse games and a Fresh­
man baseball game, as well as a track 
meet.
TRACK TEAM RESULTS
JA V ELIN : 169 ft. U in., Smith (M ), 
2—Rov (U N H ), 3—Johnson (UNH ) 
BROAD JU M P : 21 ft. 6^4 in., Danehy 
U N H ), 2—-Mussen (M ), 3—Shea 
(M ).
HAM M ER: 167 ft. 2J4 in., Johnson 
(U N H ), 2—Roy (U N H ), 3—Des- 
ruisseaux (U N H ).
buttons 
and beaus
B M O C  an d b a ck­
bench b o y s — go 
fo r  A F T E R  S I X  
fo rm a ls . S tylin g  
so tr im , fit so 
"n a tu ra l”  "s ta in - 
s h y ”  finish so safe 
fro m  sp o ts! F o r 
m ore f u n - g o
LOST
A gold wrist watch with a black band 
was lost somewhere in the vicinity of 
Nesmith and New Hampshire Halls. 
Anyone finding the watch is requested to 
telephone Priscilla Daggett at 412. A 
reward of five dollars is offered for its 
return.
Freshman Baseball 
Victors O f  2  Games
The University of New Hampshire 
Freshman Baseball Squad opened up 
the season by edging out Harvard, 8-5, 
and walloping Tilton, 12-2.
Paul Toland gave up three runs in 
the first inning against Harvard, but 
settled down until the fifth when Herb 
Adams came in and finished the game 
allowing only one more run in the 
seventh. The Wildkittens were behind 
5-4 going into the top of the ninth, 
when Cauchon doubled, Dewitt also 
doubled scoring Cauchon from second, 
Swift grounded out to short, Dewitt 
going to third, Simpson got the fifth of 
his safeties ’ scoring Dewitt, Marshall 
singled out, Adams helped his own 
cause by hitting a line drive _ to left 
scoring both Marshall and Simpson, 
kittens in -the bottom half of the ninth 
Adams struck out two of the last three 
to finish up the game with U N H  in 
front 8-5.
Herbie Adams started the Tilton 
game and gave up only two hits before 
Coach Mooradian took him out with 
U N H  in front 12-0 in the fifth. Slayton 
and Toland finished the game allowing 
two runs to make the nal score, 12-2. 
Dewitt was the only batter for UNH  
with two hits -but everyone else had at 
least one hit and combined to make 
twelve runs on only nine hits. Adams 
had fourteen strike-outs while pitching 
a superb game and the only reason the 
coach took him out was to save him.
The game with Exeter was post­
poned until May 3 followed by New 
England College on May 4 and the 
Harvard Jayvees on Saturday, May 7.
Did you know there are at least 100 
different taxes on an egg?
Track Team Whips Maine 79-56 
Weight Events Carry Victory
The U niversity  of New H am pshire V arsity  T rack  Team  ad­
vanced its forces against the U niversity  of M aine last Saturday 
and came through w ith a decided victory, 79-56. T he M aine team  
took eight firsts w ith U N H  tak ing  only seven, bu t the W ildcats 
placed so m any men second and th ird  th a t they came out on top 
by 23 points. M aine and U N H  scored evenly in the running events 
w ith 36 points apiece.
UNH excelled tremendously in the
Need A  Haircut?
UNIVERSITY 
BARBER SHOP
other events though, especially in the 
weights, in which they outscored Maine 
25-2.
Two meet records were broken Satur­
day when Ed Roy of UNH broke the 
shot put record with a heave of 48 ft. 
3J/s  in. The old record was 47 ft. 11J2 
in. The old 880 record of 1 :59.3 was 
broken by Firlotte of Maine with a time 
of 1:58.2.
The results of the meet are as follows: 
100 YD D ASH: 10.3, Campbell (U N H ), 
2—Nivis-on (M ), 3—Calkin (M ).
220 YD RUN: *22.3, Nivison (M ), 2— 
Campbell (U N H ), 3—Penny (UNH) 
440 YD RUN: 50.7, Campbell (U N H ), 
2—Fish (U N H ), 3—Penny (U N H ). 
880 YD RUN: 1:58.2, Firlotte (M ), 
2—Crandall (U N H ), 3—Gale (UNH) 
MILE RUN: 4:30.6, Firlotte (M ), 2— 
Crandall (U N H ), 3—Williams (NH ) 
2 MILE RUN : 10:04.2, Furrow (M ), 
2—Vedeler (U N H ), 3—Emery (M ). 
120 HIGH HURDLES: 15.0, Calkin
(M ), 2—Beckman (U N H ), 3—Stin­
son (M ).
220 LOW HURDLES: Calkin (M ), 
2—Couture (U N H ), 3—Beckman (U- 
N H ).
SHO T: 48 ft. 3V8 in., Roy (U N H ), 
2—Johnson (U N H ), 3—Smith (M ).
DISCUS: 132 ft. 8 in., Roy (U N H ), 
2—Spaulding (U N H ), 3—Johnson 
(M ).
POLE VAULT: 11 ft. 8 in., Hilton 
(U N H ), 2—Tie: Carter (UN H ) and 
Smith (M ).
HIGH JU M P: 6 ft. in., Cooper (M ), 
2—Tie: Purrington (U N H ) and Stin­
son (M ).
FOR SALE OR 
RENT
NEW  FIVE-ROOM RANCH-TYPE 
HOUSE
With Garage. Forced hot 
water.
231 Main Street 
Newmarket, N. H.






BOY W HO HAD FIVE BALLOONS




DALMATIAN AS SEEN BY FLEA 
APPROACHING FOR LANDING





Lucky Droodles* are pour­
ing in! W here are yours? 
W e pay $25 for all we use, 
and for m any we don’t  use. 
S o , se n d  e v e r y  o r ig in a l  
Droodle in  your noodle, 
w ith its  descriptive title , t o : 
Lucky Droodle, P . O. B ox  
67, N ew  Y ork 46, N . Y .
♦D R O O D L E S , C o p y r ig h t  1 9 5 3  
b y  R o g e r  P r i c e
- t o - t a s t e
TW O SHIPS MEETING
Robert Grimes 
West Virginia University
YOU GET MORE deep-down smoking enjoyment from Luckies 
than any other brand. The reason, plain and simple, is that 
Luckies taste better. They taste better, first of all, because 
Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. Then that tobacco is 
toasted to taste better. “It’s Toasted”—the famous Lucky 
Strike process—tones up Luckies’ light, good-tasting tobacco 
to make it taste even better . . . cleaner, fresher, smoother. 
You’ll enjoy the Droodle above, too; it’s titled: Three on a 
match—Luckies, of course. Whenever smokers put their
t
heads together, they agree you can’t match a Lucky for flavor. 
Come light-up time, enjoy a better-tasting Lucky yourself!
Befte/i tcxste Luckies... LUCKIES TASTE BETTER ..CCeone/i,
<7>/j y  s? yV> _ __ ________
© A . T. Co. P R O D U C T  O F A M E R I C A ’ S L E A D I N G  M A N U F A C T U R E R  O F  C I G A R E T T E S
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N H  Guardsmen Excel In Mobilization Test
On Wednesday, April 20, the nation 
was startled by an alent called speci­
fically to test the swiftness with which 
National Guard units could mobilize. 
This test appropriately named “ Oper­
ation M inuteman” brought all New 
Hampshire Guardsmen scurrying to 
their bases. The New Hampshire Air 
National Guard, commanded by Lieu­
tenant Colonel Paul R. Smith, success­
fully undertook its vital role in this 
test.
Under the direction of such men as 
Captain James Cuddihee, Operations 
Officer, the' 133rd Fighter Interceptor 
Squadron, located at Grenier Air Force 
Base in Manchester, mobilized in rec­
ord time. In a matter of a few minutes 
two F -86 Interceptors were airborne- 
bound for the defence of strategic areas 
in New Hampshire. The results of 
“ Operation M inuteman” found New 
Hampshire ranking among the tops in 
the nation with 97%  of the Air Guard 
Officers, and 87%  of the airmen re­
porting in response to  the alert.
A significant aspect is that 20 Uni­
versity of New Hampshire A.F.­
R.O.T.C. students are now serving the 
Air National Guard. Some are training 
in jet mechanics while others are pre­
paring for aviation cadet school. These 
students find practical application of 
knowledge gained in A.F.R.O.T.C. in 
the National Guard. On the job train­
ing gained through actual Air Force 
Operations provide invaluable experi­
ence to those planning to go into the 
advanced phase of A.F.R.O.T.C. as 
well as those who plan to undertake 
pilot training. The Air National Guard 
offers unlimited opportunities such as 
on the job training, p‘ay, and access to 
Air Force Correspondence Courses. 
The guard also offers a means of part­
ially fulfilling o'ne’s military obligation.
Anyone 17 years of age and older is 
eligible, and all A.F.R.O.T.C. students 
in good standing do not have to attend 
drills. Drills are held two Tuesdays 
and one Sunday of each month in Man­
chester at Grenier Air Force Base. The 
only major requirement is compulsory 
attendance at 6 summer drills and at 
summer camp which is being held at 
(continued on page 7)
Guest Speaker
The Rev. Harland Lewis, Minister of 
Christ Church, Dartmouth College, 
will be the guest speaker at the Student 
Church in Murkland Auditorium at 
11:00 a.m. on Sunday, May 8th. His 
subject will be “The Conquest of Fu­
tility”. Rev. Lewis was a popular 
speaker last year at the Student Church 
alid comes back to speak by request of 
the Student Church Council.
The Observer . . .
(continued from page 2) 
ably adequate preparation. Whatever 
subject I discuss, and I recognize no 
subject as unmentionable, I feel I owe 
a fairness to the facts and to other 
points of view. But I don’t believe 
courtesy requires dishonesty or tim­
idity. PLEASE! If you get t’d-off 
with anything I write, please drop a 
letter to the Editor of the New Hamp­
shire, or take advantage of the college 
paper’s standing invitation to present 
your rebuttal in a guest column. In this 
way, you gain, I gain, and the college 
gains by a candid, well-rounded and 
friendly presentation of all points of 
view. O.K.?
7? Qn&at Musical *1̂veat
UNH NIGHT at POPS
THURSDAY, MAY 12 8:30 P.M. SYMPHONY HALL, BOSTON
BOSTON POPS ORCHESTRA 
UNH CONCERT CHOIR
Conducted by Arthur Fiedler
«
Conducted by Karl H. Bratton
Reserved Seats at tables of five, Campus rate, $2.00 
Special round-trip bus to Symphony Hall, Campus rate, $1.75
TICKETS N O W  O N  SALE AT THE BOOKSTORE
Pi Kappa Alpha activity is directed 
toward coming events. Next weekend 
will see an open house and dinner for 
the M other’s Day celebration, followed 
by fiendish activity preparing for inter­
house plays or “A Game of Chess.” Of 
course the brothers have been thinking 
about Tunior Prom, already making 
plans for a house social hour before the 
dance, house party, and water excursion 
to  top things off. Theta IPs have been 
secretly doing favors for their sister 
for T.U.P. week, or Theta U Pal week. 
Each girl had a secret T U P  and made 
her bed, ironed her blouses and other 
kindly acts. The sisters are being 
visited by their Province President 
this week, Mrs. Mary Lou Sullivan. 
Last Sunday brought sad news to the 
house, when their gold fish, a present 
from the Phi D U pledges, died in the 
night. Theta Chi is in the process of 
posting a rogue’s gallery, consisting of 
comical sketches of the brothers by a 
traveling professional artist. Appar­
ently the brothers were done up very 
well. The Theta Chi athletes beat AGR 
at co-rec softball and lost to Phi Mu 
Delta. A coffee hour with Alpha Chi, 
highlighted by the Alpha Chi pledges 
in ghost costumes, consisted of the 
social end. The height of socializing is 
being planned in Junior Prom  activities 
though, with a chicken barbecue sup­
plying a good deal of fortification for 
the weekend.
A sun-shiny Sunday helped the Phi 
Mu’s enjoy their successful faculty tea, 
with many members on both sides 
present. Last minute rehearsals for 
Inter-House Plays are being diligently 
scheduled. And of course no house 
news would be complete without the 
exchange suppers in the future with 
T K E  and Phi Mu Delta. Probably 
most pertinent will be the mothers’ 
penetrating eyes next Sat.; hence a 
mad rush of house cleaning before the 
weekend. Kappa Sig spent the week re­
covering from pledge week, so they 
have been disengaged from social par­
ticipation for a short time only. This 
only lasted for last week, however, for 
they have a coffee hour planned with 
Alpha Chi tonight. Maybe there will 
be a little mambo for the sister^. The 
AGR’s had a week highlighted by All 
Aggie D a y , in which many of the 
brothers took part. AGR’s took a hand
Meader’s 
j Flower Shop
| Flowers for All Occasions 
j Corsages a Specialty
TEL., DOVER 158 
110 Third Street Dover, N. H.
Vogue Paris Contest 
Opens For Seniors
How would you like to win $1,000 
cash, or two wonderful weeks in Paris, 
plus top consideration for a job on the 
world’s leading fashion magazine?
Vogue’s 21st Prix de Paris Contest, 
for senior college women, offers you 
these exciting prizes. If you’re going' to 
be a senior next year, and you’re dream­
ing of a career in writing, publishing, ad­
vertising, merchandising, or decorating, 
you have until October 15 to enter 
VOGUE’S famous Prix de Paris Con­
test.
The first prize in the Prix de Paris is 
$1,000 cash, or two wonderful weeks in 
Paris, flying both ways, all expenses paid. 
The second prize is $500 cash. Each of 
ten Honourable Mention Winners will 
receive $25 cash. First and Second Prize 
Winners and the ten Honourable Men­
tion Winners will receive top consider­
ation for jobs on Vogue,' Glamour, House 
& Garden, Vogue Pattern Book, and 
Vogue Knitting Book . . .  all Conde 
Nast Publications.
Writing ability, grasp of subject mat­
ter, general intelligence, originality and 
demonstration of special talents are the 
points on which contestants are judged. 
Using Vogue as a textbook, Prix de Paris 
competitors complete two quizzes of four 
questions each, based on actual editorial 
problems. The first quiz will appear in 
Vogue’s College Issue (August 1) ; the 
second will be in the December issue of 
Vogue.
Enrollment blanks are available upon 
request from the Prix de Paris Director, 
Vogue, 420 Lexington Avenue, New 
York 17, New York.
in preparing for the festivities as com­
mittee heads, and also placed high in 
the various competitions. The house 
holds high hopes for the softball season 
and is working hard for the champion­
ship this year. Also, preparations are 
being made for a bang-up M other’s 
Day.
* * *
Chi Omega is enjoying a big partic­
ipation in spring house cleaning, hitting 
the house hard, from top to  bottom. Of 
course, Inter-House Plays are the cen­
ter of attraction with many rehearsals 
for_their play, " I  Have A Son.” Alpha 
Chi, having sponsored a successful 
raffle sale, has wound up with a brand 
new washing machine, a much needed 
article. More coffee hours and ex­
changes are in the picture, with a coffee 
hour with Theta Chi last week, much 
enriched by pledge activity, and an ex­
change last night with Phi Mu Delta. 
Another coffee hour with Kappa Sig 
tonight should prove interesting if the 
Kappa Sig’s run true to form. After the 
Sigma Beta’s completed their success­
ful “ spring training,” much referred to 
in the last issue, the softball team had 
looked forward tQ the season with 
“great expectations.” And then the 
rains came. An unofficial game with 
Pi KA confirmed suspicions that bat­
ting eyes have been dulled with age. 
They also seem to have a pitching 
problem.
And then you find her summering 
next to your house on the bay..
For more pure pleasure... SMOKE C J k M E L S I
No o th e r c ig a re tte  is  so  r ic h -ta s t in g .
/ \
®  .5*11 V  ot^er brand has ever been able to match the pure  .pleasure in Camel's exclusive
T r* V j i p g  flj f f g i f j l  M  blend of costly tobaccos —  one of the reasons why Camels are America's most popular cigarette!
B. J . Keynolds Tobacco Co., W inston-Salem , N. C.
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Find Flying Design
The UNH Flying Clfib needs an in­
signia for their airplane. The Club has 
established a contest which is open to 
anybody connected with the University 
for the purpose of obtaining a suitable 
design.
All designs for the insignia must be 
turned in to Wallace Stickney^ at Pi 
Kappa Alpha or mailed to the UNH Fly­
ing Club, Box 145, Durham, N. H., 
before Friday, May 13. It should meet 
the following requirements:
— colors must harmonize with the yel­
low airplane
— design should be suitable to cover 
an area approximately one and one half 
feet high. (It can be of any length.)
— A neat sketch is sufficient for entry. 
The originator of the winning design will 
receive one hour’s flight time in the Club 
aircraft, either instruction or sightseeing.
NH GUARDSMEN . . .
(continued from page 6)
Otis Air Force Base, Falmouth, Mass., 
from June 25 to July 9. The National 
Guard offers to those who join before 
they exceed 18Fj years of age an ID 
draft classification, and those who. join 




Now thru Sat., May 7th




Sun. thru Sat. May 8-14
A M A N  CALLED PETER
, Starring Richard Todd
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
SANFORD, MAINE, BOTTLING COM PANY


















CATTLE QUEEN OF M O N TA N A
Ronald Regan
Thurs.-Sat. May 5-7
MAD AT THE WORLD
Frank Lovejoy Kathy O 'Donnell 
BLACK THIRTEEN
Sun.-Wed. M ay 8-11
DADDY LONGLEGS
cinemascope and technicolor 
Fred Astaire Leslie Caron
Coming Thurs. May 12
MATINEE AT 2 P.M.
ON OUR STAGE
featuring 
Rosemary Axford, nationally known 
home economist 
PHILCO ELECTRIC RANGE 
to be given away and 
other valuable prizes.
ton and dedicated to the promotion of 
jazz world-wide called Jazz Internat­
ional. I t allows its members to pur­
chase records, books, and photos at 
special prices. Also keeps the members 
informed of happenings in the jazz 
world, via a newsletter. For information 
about this, write to Jazz International, 
Box 1616, Hollywood 28, California.
* * * Better buy that swinging version 
of “ Dove Me Or Leave M e” by Sammy 
Davis, Jr. Never have I heard the lad 
vocalize so-well. Like those bop phrases 
in the body of the selection very much.
* * * The Four Aces with -leadv voice 
A1 Alberts have attained a spot in the 
list of top ten songs in New England. 
Their version of “ H ea rt” is ninth. 
Eddie Fisher has also recorded the se­
lection which is taken from the mus­
ical, Damn ..Yankee. * * * Sam (the 
Man) Taylor has just released a new 
side, “ Harlem N octurn.” Sam’s a fairly 
new artist on MGM who plays in the 
style of Earl Bostic. * * * Billboard 
says that 1954’s top five juke box fav­
orites were “ Sh-Boom,” “ Hey, There,” 
“ Little Things Mean A L o t,” “W ant­
ed,” and “ Make Love To Me.” * * * 
And speaking of “ Hey, There,” it sold 
a million copies, and that entitles the 
Clooney to a gold one from the Co­
lumbia people. “ Come On-A My 
H ouse” did the same for the Harpsi- 
cord Gal. * * * Caterina Valente, the 
Malaquena-in^German vocalist, has cut 
two more for Decca, “The Breeze And 
I ” and “Jealousie.”
Nathaniel Hall, hunting partridges for 
breakfast, in 1805 was the first white 
man to see the Great Stone Face.
Eddy Represents UNH
Edward D. Eddy Jr., Acting President, 
will represent the University of New 
Hampshire at the annual meeting of the 
National Association of State Universi­
ties in New York City next week.
Acting President Eddy will convene 
with heads of the 48 state universities 
for a discussion of mutual problems, both 
financial and educational, confronting 
public education at the college and uni­
versity level.
Meetings will 'be held Monday and 
Tuesday at the University Club in New 
York.
In the city of Nara, Japan, is found 
the Daibutsu—“ Buddha of Infinite 
Compassion”—which is 53 feet high 
and whose little finger is nearly as 
long as a man is tall.
Fine Furniture 
For Over 50 Years
Serving Dover and Durham
E. MORRILL 
FURNITURE CO.






DURHAM, NEW  HAMPSHIRE 
Week Beginning Friday, M ay 6
Starts Thurs. May 5
FOR ONE FULL WEEK







Fri.-Sat. M ay 6-7
Young <il Heart
(in color)










John Hodiak Barbara Britton
Yardley brings you 
good grooming in a bottle—
London style
From London, the world’s center of fashions for men, comes 
Yardley After Shaving Lotion. It softens and braces the 
skin in wondrous style. It helps to heal inadvertent nicks. 
It counteracts skin dryness caused by hard water shaving. 
It was created for those who value good grooming. At your 
campus store, $1.10 and $1.50 plus tax. Makers and dis­
tributors for U. S. A., Yardley of London, Inc., New York.
Flying Club Brings Rare Chance 
For Aviation To Durham-Town
Oil April 23, the U niversity  of New H am pshire became one of 
the few state universities in the nation th a t can boast of having 
a flying club. The only other schools in New E ngland which have 
such organizations are M IT  and H arvard.
The club began to take form in M arch of this year when a 
group of students met w ith Captain W inston Dole of the A FR O T C  
department, and Jere Chase, Director o f1
the Memorial Union Fund, to determine 
how many students on campus were in­
terested in forming a flying club. Since 
then, with their help, the club has taken 
shape rapidly and is now actively flying.
Pick Piper Cub 
After inspecting several other airplanes, 
the club decided that a Piper Cub J-3 
was the best buy. It will carry two 
people comfortably and is one of the 
safest and easiest flying airplanes m 
the world. For the present time, the air­
plane will be based at Hampton airport 
which is located about a half hours 
drive from tfre University.
The club now has a membership of 
30 students. By the end of the year it 
expects to- have enough members to war­
rant the purchase of a second airplane. 
Members of the club receive flight _ in­
struction and airplane rental at prices 
which are one third the rates charged 
by commercial operators. Members will 
stay active and be able to fly during the 
summer months.
Chance To Join 
Those wanting to join should either 
come to a regular meeting of the club, 
or write a letter signifying their in­
tentions to the UNH Flying Club Inc. 
P.O. Box 145, Durham. Membership is 
available to all students, staff, faculty, 
interested townspeople, and their families.
Former NH Athlete Returns 
To Teach On Air Force Staff
A former University of New Hamp­
shire athlete, Capt. Albert J. Britton of 
Nashua, has been assigned to the in­
structional staff of the Air Force 
R.O.T.C. unit at his Alma Mater.
Captain Britton, who was president 
of the UNH Varsity Club during his 
undergraduate days, after playing var­
sity basketball and lacrosse, and who 
was a member of the Blue Key hon­
orary society, has been a career officer 
in the Air Force, after majoring in his­
tory and physical education in college 
He was athletic dircetor and instruc­
tor in athletics and recreation at Marl­
boro College in 1949-50, and recreation 
director for the city of Brattleboro, Vt.
He was born in Pittsfield, Mass), but 
was graduated from Nashua High 
School in 1941. His career at U N H  was 
interrupted in 1942 for wartime service. 
He is married and has three small 
children. He will hold the rank of In ­
structor in AFROTC.
vhe  _ /  iluMci
By Bob Reny
Benny Goodman is right back on the 
best-seller list with a package on the 
Capitol label, “ B. G. In Hi F i”. This 
twelve incher is nostalgic enough to 
please even the old Goodman fan. Se­
lections are mostly standards, “Jersey 
Bounce,” “-Let’s Dance,” “ Stompin’ At 
The Savoy,” and others. Ruby Braff, 
the trumpeter from Boston, Boomie 
Richman, Les E lgart’s one-time sax, 
and Mel Powell on piano are a few of 
the all-star sidemen. The band really 
sounds, and the King of Swing proves 
that he hasn’t los-t a thing. A good bet 
buy-wise. * * * Of course you know 
that Bing Crosby recorded “ Nobody” 
ages ago even though everyone is rav­
ing about Como’s wax. * * * Would 
advise you to brouse through Camden 
and Bell records when you have a 
chance. Just because the price is less, 
it’s no sign the talent is poor. For ex­
ample, Jimmy and Tommy Dorsey, 
whose band you’ve seen‘on .the Gleason 
show, is -recording’ for Bell. Their 
slicing of “ Brothers” is kinda cute, 
’specially since they didn’t speak for 
about twenty years. * * * Lend an ear 
to Frankie Boy’s new wax, “ Learning 
The Blues.” All the trade papers plus 
this scribe think it’ll be a seller. Sinatra 
could use another million seller, the 
last was “ Young At H eart” in 1954. 
* * * Transplanted Norm Prescott not 
only is spinning for W N EW  in New 
York, but is also taping a show for 
W O R L  in Boston. I don’t think there’s 
another D. J. that holds the position of 
working for two stations. * * * There 
is a new club sponsored by Stan Ken-
50  million times a day
Contest Opens To
University O f  Oslo 
Accepts 6 U N H ’ers
Six students from U N H  have heen 
accepted at the University of Oslo 
Summer School for 1955. They are: 
Norma Baker ’56, Judith Franks ’56, 
Joyce Gordon ’57, Robert LeBlanc ’57, 
Lawrence Paul ’55, and Seth Perry ’57. 
Three of them, Robert LeBlanc, Law­
rence Paul and Seth Perry have been 
awarded scholarships which will pay 
tuition and pant of their _ room and 
board. Joyce Gordon has received the 
Rotarv 'international Scholarship from 
her home town in West Orange, N. J.
There are 250 students from 35 states 
. going to the summer school. They will 
sail from New York June 22 on the 
Norwegian-American Line Stavanger- 
fjord. Classes start July 4 and continue 
through August 13. The students will 
take courses in history, Scandinavian 
art and literature, and the social and 
political institutions of Norway. Fol­
lowing the close of the summer school 
most of the students will take part in 
post-session excursions through the 
fjords and mountains of Norway.
Robert LeBlanc and Seth Perry, who 
are geology students, will work for the 
remainder “of the summer for the Nor­
wegian Polar Institute measuring 
movement of glaciers and help to esti­
mate how much the glaciers have 
melted away during the last few years. 
They will return to U N H  in time for 
the fall semester.
at home, at work or while at play
There’s
nothing
By appointment purveyors of soap to the late King George VI, Yardley & Co., Ltd., London
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"/Ve got I fM ...a n d  
M M 's got
Stands Out from All the Rest! L&M wins its letters for 
flavor... Light and Mild. And the pure, white Miracle Tip draws 
easy, so you enjoy all the taste. No wonder L&M sales are soaring 
on campus after campus. It’s Am erica’s best filter cigarette •
WILBUR JUST WOKE UP TO 
THE FACT THAT HES IN CLASS!
KEEP A LE R T  F O R A  
BETTER P O IN T  A V E R A G E !
Don’t let that "drowsy feel­
ing” cramp your style in class 
. . .  or when you’re "hitting 
the books”. Take a N oD oz  
Awakener! In a few minutes, 
you’ll be your normal best. . .  
wide awake . . . alert! Your 
doctor will tell you—NoDoz  
Awakeners are safe as coffee. 
Keep a pack handy!
15 TABLETS, 3 Sc ^
“ P h i-B e t a ”  > 
pack j  
35 tab lets J 
in  h a n d y  tin  
69c P
H O Q O Z








M A IN  STREET DURHAM, N. H.
For The Best Food in Town 
Try
in d ^ a y ,  i
Restaurant
Juncture of Dover and Newmarket Roads in Durham
Student Meal Tickets $5.50 for $5.00 
ITALIAN SPAGHETTI AN D  MEATBALLS TUESDAY 
Ask Us About Drawing For
FREE MEAL TICKET
OPEN 11 A.M. -12 P.M. SATURDAY 11 A.M. - 1 A.M.
Typing —  Mimeographing
ALTERATIONE -  ZIPPER REPAIRS 
BEAD STRINGING  
JEANICE YO U N G  SHOPPE
515 Central Avenue 
Telephone Service —  Dover 1870
Prof. Hodgdon Starts 19th Year 
O f Teaching and Plant Research
Professor Albion H odgdon, P rofessor of Botany and head of 
the Botany D epartm ent, will begin his nineteenth year at U N H  
next fall. Professor Hodgdon, in addition to  teaching, has done 
much outstanding research in the botanical fie ld : his special in terest 
is in New H am pshire plants.
Professor Hodgdon was born in 
Boothbay, Maine, in 1909. It was on this 
coastal island that he first developed an 
interest in and love of nature. But there 
were no schools in Boothbay, and the 
Hodgdons moved to Dover, New Hamp­
shire in 1915. where the future professor 
began grammar school. He attended 
Dover High School, where he graduated 
in 1926, and went on to UNH, gradu­
ating in 1930. He continued his studies 
at UNH, and received his Master’s de­
gree in Botany in 1932. In 1932 Mr. 
Hodgdon obtained an assistantship at 
Harvard University, where he remained 
for four years. He received his Doctor’s 
degree from Harvard in 1936.
Mr. Hodgdon began his teaching career 
in the fall of 1936 as an instructor at 
UNH. Since that time, he has traveled 
out of the country on several botanical 
expeditions. In 1936 he was sent by H ar­
vard University to Cuba, and in 1938 
he went to Mexico, where he collected 
plants. And in 1952, Professor Hodgdon 
journey to Alaska with a Boston Uni­
versity expedition. Here he acquired an 
impressive collection of plants, including 
some new species.
Until 1952, Professor Hodgdon was 
engaged in research on weed control 
methods. At present, he is working on a 
study of New Hampshire trees and 
shrubs. Mr. Hodgdon’s research has been 
extensive and varied. “I have even 
worked on eel grass in Great Bay”, the 
professor admits.
Married in 1940, Professor Hodgdon 
is the father of two sons, Alan and 
Anthony, and a daughter, Ariel. The allit­
eration of the Hodgdon first names is 
a tradition; Mrs. Hodgdon’s is Audrey.
Professor Hodgdon’s teaching phil 
osophy is one of what he calls ’’relative 
pragmatism”. In other words, he believes 
that it is important to develop a satis­
factory combination of “affection and 
discipline” in the classroom, and he con­
ceives subject matter only as a means to 
the maximum development of the stu­
dents. Mr. Hodgdon also feels that a 
university leads society,' but must at the 
same time conform to society’s needs.
Students Show A r t  
Exhibits In Library
The Annual Exhibition of Student 
W ork in the Arts will open in the Gal­
lery, A rt Division of the Hamilton 
Smith Library on Thursday, May 5, 
and will continue through May 30. This 
Annual Exhibition which has been re­
peated over the past ten years provides 
an opportunity to see the work which 
has been done in classes and in the Stu­
dent W orkshop in the Department of 
the Arts. The work of over 300 stu­
dents will be shown.
In addition to  paintings, drawings, 
and photographs, there will be a num­
ber of mobiles, stabiles, ceramics, jew­
elry, woven (fabrics and rugs, and num­
erous other crafts. The Student W ork­
shop will be represented by a number 
of pieces of furniture which has been 
designed and built in this shop. In ­
cluded in the Student Workshop pieces 
will be shown the prize-winning desk 
which was designed and built by Dor­
othy Meserve.
As in the past the exhibit will over­
flow the gallery and -many pieces will 
be shown in the Exhibition Corridor, 
second floor of Hewitt Hall.
All-Aggie Day Show 
Features Livestock
The second Annual All-Aggie Day 
in which the Aggie students gathered 
together for a day full of livestock 
showmanship classes, novelty acts, and 
the Alpha Zefca Awards dance, took 
place on Saturday, Apr. 30.
The feature of the show was the 
N.H. Royal Fitting and Showmanship 
Contest including classes of sheep, 
swine, young dairy cattle, beef and 
horses.
Ribbon awards went to the follow­
ing: Sheep; 1st place, Christine Boyer; 
2d, Jerald Quimby; 3d, Dave Morris; 
4th, Toby Goodson; 5th, Milton P ar­
sons. 'Swine; 1st, Philip Sanborn; 2d, 
Milton Goluca; 3rd, M argaret Seidler; 
4th, Ralph Klee. Beef; 1st, Kay Alden; 
2d, S. Bronson; 3d, Richard Moechel; 
4th, R. Gushee; 5th, J. Smith. Dairy 
Cattle; 1st, Paul MacDonald; 2d, Law­
rence MacKenzie; 3d, Janet Perry; 4th, 
Dave Clement; 5th, Kay Allen. 
Horses; 1st, Toby Goodson; 2d, Car­
olyn Place; 3d, Kim Smith; 4th, Joan 
Milling; 5th, Frank Sargent.
Paul MacDonald won the Premiere 
Showmanship award of a plaque and 
medal while Christine Boyer was the 
Reserve Premiere winner. Paul is a 
freshman in -the Thompson School of 
Agriculture, and Christine is a sopho­
more in the College of Agriculture.
May has never been considered a good 
mpnth to be married in — ‘Marry in 
May, and rue the day” says the old 
Northern England proverb.
Gossip . . .
(continued from page 6)
The ATO’s are now boasting new 
matched stone steps in front of the 
house, besides improving the grounds, 
making entering the house less like an 
Alpine slope. The brothers have been 
spending the sunny afternoons on the 
front porch, and they say “ the view is 
steadily improving with passing years.” 
Strictly a quote. The house has also 
gone into inter-house tennis and golf 
in grand style. “Love 1, etc. and Tee 
Off,” have become the ATO cry. 
Lambda Chi is spotlighting the coming 
Mother’s Day with a dinner and open 
house. This week and next will be hy­
phenated by small spring celebrations 
in the neighboring vicinity. Phi Mu 
Delta seems to have walked away with 
a few honors for the brothers. The 
house extends congratulations to Gerry 
Goodchild and Pete Pritchard, elected 
to Blue Key and Senior Skulls. Ozzie 
McCleod made his mark too, elected to 
Sophomore Sphinx and president of his 
class of 1958. The mothers are also in 
the picture at ’the Delt house and will 
enjoy their celebration at a Saturday 
afternoon dinner. They are doing a 
little work however, as the M other’s 
Club is assisting with interior improve­
ments for the house. Of Course, news 
would not be complete without an ex­
change or coffee hour. This week Alpha 
Chi will exchange menus. Kappa Delt 
has plunged itself into the thoes of 
spring cleaning, including their vacant 
lot which shows promise, of being a
good-looking sideyard. The house is in 
hopes tho, that the fraternities won’t 
continue to use it as a receptible for 
various tynes of empty bottles and 
cans. An exchange with Lambda Chi 
had more than its usual interest, when 
the dishes were done for them by 
Uedges and also several articles were 
missing, including pet guppies. Mag­
gie Rhines was pledged to the house 
last week. The Mothers will take over 
Sat. afternoon in a luncheon and tea. 
The Alpha Xi’s labored hard and long 
over more cleaning last weekend, com­
ing up with a spotless house for dis­
cerning parents and faculty, for their 
faculty tea held on the first nice day 
Durham has had for a long while!
Acacia, like many others, is pounding 
away at rehearsals for the coming 
inter-house plays, theirs called “The 
Mortal Coil”. The actors are wearing 
tuxes, so if you see strange figures on 
campus, it’s only an act. Their ambi­
tious project on which pledges and 
brothers worked, is now finished with 
much improved effects. To prove their 
love to stay on campus, the brothers 
are planning to paint the house in 
June. Athletics has taken its stand 
mainly .in softball, and a few of the
Outing Club
The last swim trip to Manchester 
will leave the Notch tonight at 6:00 
P.M. Once again I would remind you 
to take advantage of this opportunity 
to  get in some swimming practice be­
fore we start having really hot weather.
There wiill be another sailing trip 
this Saturday, May 7, which will leave 
the Notch at 1:00 P.M. This is open to 
both beginners and experts. Don’t for­
get your water wings.
One of the last remaining ski trips 
to Tuckerman’s will go this Sunday, 
May 8, at 6:00 A.M. Odd as it may 
seem, Tuckerman’s is still a good place 
to ski for both beginners and experts.
brothers have entered the tennis com­
petition.
CAMPUS “STAND-OUTS B M O C
©  L iggett &  M yers T obacco  Co.
